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ABOUT SAFA

SAFA is a registered Society, working in the urban slums of Hyderabad since 2008. It was founded by Ms Rubina Nafees Fatima with a vision to empower women who are marginalized. Our work over the past few years has grown by leaps and bounds and we are now working on 14 projects across slums in Hyderabad through our livelihood, education and skill training initiatives. We are constituted by an Executive committee of 7 members and are 12 A, 80G and FCRA registered.

VISION AND MISSION

Vision
Socio economic empowerment of women from disadvantaged backgrounds and education of the girl child whilst we "retain the cultural fabric" of the society.

Mission
To skill train underprivileged youth and women
To sponsor education
To engage in structured capacity building
To offer connect to income generation
ABOUT THE REPORT

The methodology used in assessing the Impact report is based on the Theory of Change model which is planning, participation and evaluation. All data is based on outcomes achieved under each project and has been recorded on partner MIS or internal MIS of SAFA. Findings from the Social Audit 2016 for the interventions on Capacity building and women’s livelihood program have also been used to assess the impact. Our new projects 2018 and research partnerships are excluded from this report.
SKILL TRAININGS AND PLACEMENTS

Basic IT, Retail, Nursing Asst, Tailoring, Henna art

Placement linked trainings are SUSTAINABLE LIVELIHOODS

65%
Placements across Skill training centers
PLACEMENTS

A .NIROSHA , 20 YEAR OLD , UNEMPLOYED YOUTH

Nirosha, joined our tech Mahindra SMART program for a 3 month training on Basic IT skills and English and inspite of a Telugu medium background has achieved success at the work front. Now works with Hathway as a customer executive - Salary Rs12000/ per month

"My dream to support my family has come true, I now walk with my head held high."
Fatima was mentored and supported by SAFA and Digital empowerment Foundation to run a unit which is a sustainable model of livelihoods using Digital technology. Her space in her single room dwelling has now been converted to a busy, fully stocked shop which sells everything from pencils to pumpkins. She now earns up to Rs12000 per month.
UDAAN

Our 100 plus members are women who decided to join our production teams and take up our unique "work from home" model in which we connect 4 geographical locations in the "Hub and Spoke" concept.
Skill trainings

- Tailoring
- Basic IT
- Multimedia
- Retail Mgt
- Nursing Asst
EDUCATION

Support through fee sponsorship, basic literacy, capacity building

SITAREY, JUNIOR SITAREY, URDU, ARABIC & PERSIAN, 50 INDIANS, COME TO READ PROJECTS

TOTAL IMPACTED UNDER EDUCATION 490

Our future police officers from 50 Indians at a Field visit

20 Children on a career track of 10 years in an International school
Case study and Testimonial

Initially I didn't believe in myself,” Reza says. "I was very depressed. I am so confident now that if tomorrow my family stops my education I can start giving tuition at home to other children's. So in that way I can continue my studies. Thanks to SAFA for supporting me for Intermediate Education.”

Reza Parveen is 15 years old and studies in Class 11. She lives in Jhirra, Medipatnam. They are living there in rented home. Her father Md. Mateen a Business man. Mother is house maker with 6 siblings. Her number 5th in home. She struggle hard and help her mother in day to day work and support his brother and sister in doing homework and clarifying doubts. She got 92% in intermediate first year. Her aim is to become Lawyer and to work for community.

“The most important thing in a women’s life is education” Yasmeeen says.” Without the help of SAFA I am not able to pursue graduation. Thanks for the support and motivation which I received from SAFA. I work hard, study well and make my parents proud of me.

Yasmeen is 17 years old and studies in degree 1st year, she lives in Nampally. Her father Syed Iqbal ali works on daily wages in Shop, he earns 300 per day, her mother is house maker with 4 siblings. Her father always fights and beat her mothe. After Intermediate her father forced her not to go for higher education because he cannot afford college fee. One of her friend informed her about SAFA KE SITAREY program and she joined the program, now she is getting free education in degree from SAFA. She got 9.09 grade points out of 10.

Farha Says,"SAFA help me to realize the important of education and motivate me to acquire knowledge. With the support of SAFA ke Siatrey program I got admission in intermediate and got 79% marks. Thanks SAFA for showing me right direction.”

Farha is 16 years old, studies in 2nd year intermediate, her father M.A Hameed is daily wage worker in Mechanic shop and earns per day 250 Rs and Sunday’s and Band he will not get amount. Her mother Shabana Begum works in a school as Aaya and earns 4000 Rs per month. Farha has one elder brother completed degree. She got 79% marks in Intermediate. Her aim is to become CA.

“I am very proud of my daughter studying," Asma Sultana says. "She should become an independent and successful person. “I know that she is talented; but by the Capacity buildings program of SAFA she became strong and bold.”

Samina Sultana is 15 years old and studies in class 11. She lives Firstlancer, Masab tank. Her father Md abdul Hamed is ladies tailor and works on daily wages he earns Rs 200 to Rs 500 on daily basis. Sometimes he returns without any amount to home. Her mother is ladies tailor, she stiches clothes in home he earns 1500 to 2000 in a month. Samina has 4 siblings. Her aim is to become accountant. She got 57% marks in Inter
105 women
Average income
Rs 8121/ per month
Capacity building
98% reported positive changes in their family status and self esteem
Flagship program Roshni Club